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Abstract
Landmine contamination negatively impacts the health, safety, and economic potential of the
affected community. As such, removal of landmines, or demining, is an essential part of postconflict recovery. Tied to this idea, is the idea of mine action, which goes beyond just demining to
include other measures such as education and assistance to help the communities impacted by
mines. This study looks at the application of the principles of mine action in Rwanda, a country
which saw landmines used during the civil war and 1994 Genocide Against the Tutsi. From there,
the study explores possible connections between mine action and the reconstruction and
reconciliation process based on answers from military and civilian interviewees. Finally, because
Rwanda successfully removed all landmines and was declared mine-free, the study examines
potential factors that contribute to this success that could be applied to the other countries which
are still contaminated with landmines.
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Introduction
Introduction to Study
This study examines the role of landmine removal in the reconstruction and reconciliation
process in Rwanda. Through this study I look to explore the role of the Rwandan Military, NGOs,
and local communities in demining Rwanda. I also look to discover how mine action was used in
Rwanda to help communities rebuild and develop and the role that such demining played in the
reconciliation process. With these insights, I finally look to discover what factors have made
Rwanda successful in achieving mine-free status.

Background to the Study
On October 1, 1990, the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) invaded Rwanda from neighboring
Uganda, beginning the Rwandan Civil War. During this war, the country was flooded with
weapons, including landmines. According to a January 1994 report by Human Rights Watch, both
the Rwandan government and RPF used landmines, especially in the northern part of the country
along the border with Uganda (Smyth, 1994). During the brief period between the signing of the
Arusha Accords and the death of President Habyarimana triggering the start of the 1994 Genocide
Against the Tutsi, refugees and internally displaced people returned to these contaminated areas,
where risk of landmines was still a threat to life and limb. The United States, France, and the
United Nations spoke about the urgent need for demining the area and provided demining
equipment (Smyth, 1994). However, as virtually all foreigners were evacuated from the country
in April of 1994 with the beginning of the 1994 Genocide Against the Tutsi, these demining
operations were put on hold. Demining efforts began again in earnest after the end of the genocide.
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In 2008, the Summit on a Mine Free World declared Rwanda to be free of landmines (BBC,
2009). Removal of landmines is often crucial to the reconstruction process, as areas contaminated
with explosive remnants of war, including landmines, pose an ongoing threat to safety and
development in the area. This was especially important in Rwanda, where high population density
and reliance on agriculture meant that risk of landmines put people’s livelihoods at risk (BBC,
2009). However, due to efforts by the Rwandan military and several foreign NGOs, the country
was able to destroy “660 antipersonnel mines, 29 antivehicle mines, and 2,034 pieces of
unexploded ordnance,” allowing Rwanda to meet all criteria for being a mine free country
according to the Mine Ban Treaty (Landmine and Cluster Munition Monitor, 2011).
This study aims to examine the process of demining which occurred after the 1994
Genocide Against the Tutsi and the role which such efforts played in the overall reconstruction
and peacebuilding process. Central to this examination is the idea of mine action, sometimes also
referred to as humanitarian demining. Mine action, which involves “high impact efforts aimed at
protecting people from danger, helping victims become self-sufficient and active members of their
communities and providing opportunities for stability and sustainable development,” (United
Nations, 2021) is also important in post-conflict reconstruction and general recovery as it
contributes to the reassurance of safety and security of people. Mine action is connected to
peacemaking, peacebuilding, and the development process (GICHD and Swisspeace, 2016).
Humanitarian mine action emerged as a concept in the latter half of the 1990s due to
recognition that demining should go hand in hand with other activities that help societies recover
from conflict (Harpviken and Skara, 2003, p. 812). Therefore, it was a relatively new phenomenon
when Rwanda began the process of demining after the civil war. Thus, it is valuable to know how
these principles were applied in Rwanda during the reconstruction and demining phases.
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Evaluating the use and impacts of mine action is important for its use in post-conflict
reconstruction and peacebuilding. Because Rwanda was successful in demining the country and
rebuilding after devastating conflict, this study researches the connection between these two ideas
and analyzes to what extent mine action in Rwanda was tied to reconstruction and reconciliation.

Research Problem
After the civil war and genocide, Rwanda had to address the problems of a country
devastated by violence and broken societal trust. Among many security threats the country had to
deal with in the aftermath of genocide and civil war is the issue of landmine contamination. Now,
27 years later, the country is safe and rapidly developing. However, many countries are still
contaminated with landmines, both from conflicts of years past (such as Vietnam) and ongoing
conflicts (such as Syria). It is rare to find a country which has been declared mine free. A map of
countries still contaminated with landmines can be found in the Appendix. It is also important to
know that mine action can be part of the reconciliation process. Mine action can bring former
combatants together to create a safe community and can be an entry point to discuss reconciliation.
As it seems that Rwanda has been successful in demining the country, it is necessary to assess how
mine action in Rwanda has impacted the rebuilding process. This will potentially help other
countries that are still struggling to remove landmines completely.

Research Objective
The general objective of this study is to learn about the process of demining in postgenocide Rwanda’s reconstruction and recovery process. Specifically, the study aims at 1)
examining the role played by different partners in removing landmines after genocide, 2)
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examining the impact of humanitarian demining in Rwanda’s post-genocide reconstruction and
reconciliation process, and 3) collecting Rwanda’s success stories around demining to inspire other
post-conflict countries.

Research Questions
There are four questions that this research seeks to answer. 1) How did mine action in
Rwanda help communities rebuild and develop following the civil war and genocide? 2) What role
did mine action play in reconciliation in post-conflict Rwanda? 3) What role did community
members, NGOs, and the military play in demining Rwanda? 4) What factors have made Rwanda
successful in achieving mine-free status?
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Research Methodology
Scope of Study
The bulk of the study focuses on the years between the end of the genocide in 1994 and
when Rwanda was declared mine free in 2008. The study covers the whole of Rwanda but focus
primarily on parts of Rwanda which saw more extensive use of landmines or which had more
contamination by explosive remnants of war after the end of the conflict. This includes “Kigali
Rural (Centre), Byumba (North), Ruhengeri (North-West), Gisenyi (North-West) and Umutara
(North-East)” (ReliefWeb, 2000). Civillian interviewees mainly came from Kigali, though some
had spent time in other parts of the country which were contaminated with landmines, such as
Byumba in the North. Interviewees who were part of the National Demining Office had experience
demining in many parts of the country.

Data Collection Techniques
For this study, data was collected primarily through interviews with civilians who had been
impacted by landmines and military personnel from the National Demining Office. Semistructured interviews were conducted where participants were asked about their experiences of the
impact of landmines and the process and effects of demining. Interviewees were asked open ended
questions about how landmines and demining impacted them and their communities. Participants
were able to share their opinions on landmines and demining without input or direction from the
interviewer. Then a series of specific questions were asked to determine how demining in Rwanda
fit with the ideals of mine action. At the end of interviews, participants were able to share any final
thoughts they had on the subject that I hadn’t otherwise asked them about. Most interviews were
conducted in Kinyarwanda with the help of a translator.
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Participants were found through the personal connections of the program’s academic
director and other interviewees. From there, responses were compared and analyzed to assess the
impacts of landmines and the effect that demining had on the reconstruction and peacebuilding
process in Rwanda. A list of interview questions can be found in the Appendix.

Ethical Considerations for Study
There were many ethical considerations for this research question. Firstly, I needed to avoid
retraumatizing anyone who had previous traumatic experiences being injured by landmines. I also
needed to be mindful of the fact that in many ways, Rwanda is over researched, so I did not want
to unnecessarily contribute to that phenomenon by re-asking questions that other researchers
before me have asked. Bias and subjectivity are a major issue in research. To minimize this, I made
sure to look at multiple sources from numerous perspectives. I was aware of conflicting narratives
about war and its aftermath and the positionality of the authors of my sources. As for my own
biases, I checked with others to make sure that my questions and analysis did not reflect my own
biases. I also asked open-ended questions to get the participants thoughts on landmines and their
impacts, rather than suggesting my own ideas about the issue. Finally, I had to be respectful of the
time that people took out of their day to talk to me by being on time and not imposing my views
on my interviewees.

Limitations of Study
This study had limited participants who do not comprise a representative sample of
Rwanda’s population. As such, responses and results cannot be generalized to the population as a
whole. Furthermore, the process of reconstruction and reconciliation is complex and multifaced.
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While mine action was a part of the reconstruction and reconciliation process, it occurred alongside
many other programs and initiatives to rebuild a broken country. Therefore, the effects of mine
action are deeply entangled with the effects of countless other factors, making it difficult to draw
conclusions about the unique role of mine action. Further, while some connections between mine
action and reconstruction or reconciliation can seem significant when placed next to each other,
without analyzing all the other concurrent factors, the connection may be superficial. In an attempt
to leave the interview questions open-ended, I did not directly ask about the connection between
mine action and reconciliation or reconstruction, rather I left that up to the participant to share if
they saw or experienced that connection. Many participants did not directly connect demining to
reconciliation. This provided valuable information about how Rwandans experienced demining
and the impact of landmines, but it does not provide a concrete connection to the specific ways
that demining may have contributed to reconstruction and reconciliation. As such, this study can
only suggest ways in which that connection might exist but cannot conclusively prove the
connection.
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Literature Review and Definition of Key Concepts
Definition of Key Concepts
What is a landmine?
Landmines are explosive devices placed near or under the ground which are designed to
explode if in the presence of a person or vehicle. Anti-personnel mines (AP mines) are small
devices which detonate when stepped upon. The explosive blast they generate can cause grave
injury to the victim. Some anti-personnel landmines also contain fragments or shrapnel which
create additional injuries. Anti-tank mines (AT mines) are much larger and designed to immobilize
tanks (Keeley, 2003, p. 2-4). In addition to the risk they pose to combatants and civilians alike in
a conflict situation, they also remain a risk to communities and their livelihoods after the conflict
has ended if the mines are not removed. An area that is contaminated with landmines is referred
to as a mined area (Ottawa Convention, 1999, Article 2).

What is demining?
Demining refers to the process of removing landmines and explosive remnants of war from
minefields. Demining is highly technical and dangerous work, often performed by trained military
personnel or humanitarian aid workers. To demine, workers will locate mines with metal detectors,
ground-penetrating radar, infrared imaging, or magnetic resonance imaging. Dogs or rats may also
be trained to sniff out landmines. Minefields may also be fully excavated with specialized
equipment. Once specific mine locations are detected, the mines are disposed of and/or destroyed
by the trained professionals (Armtrac Ltd, 2020).
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What is unexploded ordnance?
Unexploded ordnance (UXO) refers to devices that were primed with explosives for use in
armed conflict which remain unexploded due to a malfunction (Protocol on Explosive Remnants
of War, 2003, Article 2). Abandoned explosive ordnance (AXO) is similar, but it refers to
explosive devices which were left behind after a conflict which may or may not be prepared for
use (Landmine and Cluster Munitions Monitor, 2019).

What are explosive remnants of war?
Explosive remnants of war (ERW) are the devices charged with explosives left behind after
a conflict has ended, including UXO and AXO. Explosive remnants of war do not include
landmines under the international legal definition in the Protocol on Explosive Remnants of War
(Landmine and Cluster Munitions Monitor, 2019). Though landmines are ERW are legally distinct
terms, demining clears both mines and ERW. International Mine Action Standards requirements
for clearance covers both landmines and ERW (International Mine Action Standards, 2020).
Therefore, for simplicity, I use only the term landmine or mine in this paper, though demining
would cover removal of any UXO, AXO, or ERW in Rwanda as well.

What is the Mine Ban Treaty?
The Convention in the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production, and Transfer of
Anti-Personnel Mines and on Their Destruction, also known as the Mine Ban Treaty or the Ottawa
Treaty, was drafted in 1997 and entered into force in 1999 with the goal of eliminating antipersonnel landmines (AP mines). The treaty is signed by 164 states, with notable exceptions
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including the United States, Russia, China, and much of the Middle East and Asia. A map of all
signatories can be found in the Appendix. However, most states that are not signatories to the treaty
are still in de-facto compliance with the protocols it lays out prohibiting AP-mines and
international norms now discourage all states from using landmines (Schmitt, 2018). Use of
landmines by states is uncommon today (the notable exception being Myanmar), though landmines
and improvised explosive devices (IED) continue to be used by non-state actors such as armed
groups in Syria, Yemen, and Colombia (Mine Action Review, 2020, p. 5)
The treaty obliges each signing state to never use, develop, produce, acquire, stockpile, or
transfer AP-mines (Ottawa Convention, 1999, Article 1). Signatories must also destroy landmine
stockpiles and destroy all AP-mines present in any mined areas within the territory within 10 years
of signing the convention. In the meantime, states must ensure that mined areas are marked and
fenced off to exclude civilians (Ottawa Convention, 1999, Article 5).
Rwanda ratified the Ottawa Convention in 2000, giving them until 2010 to destroy any
remaining landmines in the country, including in stockpiles and in mined areas (or file for an
extension) to be in full compliance with the treaty. In 2001, Rwanda reported that it did not have
any stockpiled landmines under its ownership, possession, jurisdiction, or control. At the 2009
Cartagena Summit, an international conference to review their commitments to the Mine Ban
Treaty, Rwanda reported that they had fulfilled their Article 5 obligations regarding mine clearance
(apminebanconvention.org, 2021).

What is mine action?
Mine action strives to address the consequences of landmines on communities to improve
the security and development of mined areas (GICHD and Swisspeace, 2016, p. 11). Mine action
has five key pillars: demining, mine risk education (MRE), victim assistance, advocacy against
16

future use of landmines, and stockpile destruction (Harpviken and Skara, 2003; GICHD and
Swisspeace, 2016). The first pillar, demining, as previously discussed, refers to the activities which
remove, or lead to the removal of, mines and other UXO, including surveying and marking
minefields and clearing the mines. MRE seeks to raise awareness of landmines and promote
behavioral change to reduce the risk of injury or death from landmines. Victim assistance refers to
aid or relief provided to those whose lives have been affected by a landmine explosion. Advocacy
includes public support and publicity in favor of removing mines and reducing the threat posed by
landmines and UXO. Finally, stockpile destruction means the physical destruction of all national
stores of landmines (Bryden, 2005, p. 161).
Mine action, which involves “high impact efforts aimed at protecting people from danger,
helping victims become self-sufficient and active members of their communities and providing
opportunities for stability and sustainable development,” (United Nations, 2021) is important in
post-conflict reconstruction and general recovery as it contributes to the reassurance of safety and
security of people. As a result, it is connected to peacemaking, peacebuilding, and the development
process (GICHD and Swisspeace 2016). Mine action goes beyond traditional demining (which
focuses exclusively on mine removal, especially in military areas) to focus on assisting
communities affected by landmines with their recovery. Mine action frequently happens after
conflict is over, again differentiating it from military demining which happens at strategic military
location during conflict. Mine action also seeks to completely clear contaminated areas of mines
so that displaced people can return to communities, land can again be used for farming, and
infrastructure can be built or rebuilt (Habib, 2007, p. 152).
In mine action, respect for affected communities and their needs for reconstruction are
paramount. It involves taking into consideration the requirements of effected communities, cultural
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sensitivities, welfare of personnel, continued development of existing methodologies, realistic
approach to mine clearance technologies, avoiding impractical or quick fix solution, continued
improvement of quality, and supporting the transfer of competence to the affected communities
(Keeley, 2003, Annex B).
Mine action, however, is not inherently a peacebuilding activity, as Harpviken and Skåra
point out. For example, while mine action has the potential to reconcile conflicting parties, it can
also become politicized, workers can become targets, and rewards of mine removal may be seen
as unjust (Harpviken and Skåra 2003). As such, nuanced evaluation of the application and impacts
of mine action are required.

Literature Review
Impact of landmines
Scholars agree that presence of landmines in an area has a negative effect on the
communities. Overall, landmines are an obstacle to development as they block access to
infrastructure, transportation, water, land, housing, humanitarian aid, and other resources
(Harpviken and Skara 2003, p. 815). Landmines deny access to land and its resources, reducing
the ability to irrigate and farm, which has social and economic effects (Benini et al., 2003, p. 19;
Habib, 2002, p. 62). Landmines also pose a threat to health and safety to anyone in the area long
after formal hostilities have ended (Harpviken et al., 2003, p. 891; Herby et al., 1995). It is
estimated that up to 50% of mine victims die as a result of the blast before reaching medical
facilities. Further, 27% of mine victims will require amputation of their legs (Herby et al., 1995).
Treating injuries from landmines also strains local medical facilities which may also lack supplies
such as blood, surgical instruments, anesthetic, and/or antibiotics (Keeley, 2003, p. 14; Herby et
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al., 1995). Additionally, presence of landmines also makes field operations to distribute
humanitarian aid much more risky and costly (Herby et al., 1995).
It is also important to note that while landmines are indiscriminate weapons that impact
everyone, the poor are the disproportionately negatively affected. Those who rely on subsistence
agriculture to survive will take more risks in farming on contaminated land or removing mines
themselves without proper safety training and equipment, simply because there is no other option
(Keeley, 2003, p. 1). Further, those injured by mines face additional hardships and obstacles to
economic success. Amputees may be unable to support themselves and will rely on their family or
community for support, potentially burdening already impoverished people (Herby et al., 1995).
It is clear that landmines are dangerous and harmful to the entire community and their
removal is necessary for safe development in the area. However, removing landmines is a costly
and labor-intensive process. Indeed, prior to the adoption of the Mine Ban Treaty, the international
community had a demining deficit of 1,900,000 mines per year. In 1994, it was estimated that the
110 million mines worldwide would cost 33 billion USD to be removed (ICRC, 1995). Though
international laws and norms against landmines has reduced the number of mines placed each year,
removal of old mines is still necessary and very costly.

The connection between mine action and reconstruction
Removal and destruction of landmines is an important first step for a region to recover
from the effects of landmine contamination and war (Habib, 2002, p. 62; Habib, 2007, p. 151).
Due to the previously detailed negative effects of landmines and explosive remnants of war, this
is unsurprising. Reconstruction and development are frequently emphasized as important
components of mine action (Harpviken and Skara, 2003, p. 815). Mine actions programs frequently
support reconstruction projects such as access to healthcare, education, or other basic services
19

(GICHD and Swisspeace, 2016, p. 14). When the barriers to development that landmines create
are removed, construction of permanent infrastructure is possible.

The connection between mine action and reconciliation
Because mine action focuses on the needs of the community affected by landmines, it can
also be used as a tool for reconciliation. Landmines affect the entire community indiscriminately,
and thus, landmine removal can provide a relatively neutral entry point for negotiations with
conflicting parties (GICHD and Swisspeace, 2016, p. 16, 26). Mine action can be used to
demobilize fighters, build mutual confidence between parties, and tear down old divisions between
parties for them to live together again (Harpviken and Skara, 2003, p. 814, 816-817). That said,
mine action is not simple or apolitical. When demining becomes part of the reconciliation process,
it becomes more political as it must consider the views, interest, and priorities of conflicting parties
and the community as a whole (GICHD and Swisspeace, 2016, p. 29). Each party has unique
interests and their own experiences being impacted by landmines. Demining processes may
therefore favor some groups while disadvantaging others (Harpviken et al., 2003, p. 892). If parties
who committed significant abuses during conflicts benefit from mine action, through being
reintegrated into the community which is now safe from landmines, mine action could be viewed
as unjust by other parts of the population (Harpviken and Skara, 2003, p. 818). In Rwanda,
reintegration of genocide perpetrators was important, so analyzing the role of mine action in this
process, especially as it relates to reconciliation after the civil war is an interesting component.

Landmines and Demining in Rwanda
After the civil war from 1990-1994, Rwanda had a moderate to severe landmine problem.
In Rwanda, there were between 100,000-250,000 landmines in the soil. Landmines were placed
20

along many roads in Rwanda, cutting off entire regions and hindering the flow of humanitarian aid
and commodities (Kindig, 2002, p. 4). Rwanda received significant international aid from
countries like the United States to help remove landmines. From 1995 to 2002, Rwanda received
over 11 million USD, 200 trained professionals, and mine detecting dogs for its demining program
(Kindig, 2002, p. 4; Lange 2003, p. 4-5). By 2003, “explosive ordnance disposal personnel [had]
cleared over seven million square meters of land, including 6,000 kilometers of bush roads. In the
process, they destroyed almost 27,250 mines and thousands of pieces of UXO. Landmines and
UXO fatalities dropped from 108 in 1994 to three in 2000. Some 400,000 refugees and 200,000
lDPs [returned] to their villages” (Lange 2003, p. 5). In Rwanda, demining of national parks took
priority for the sake of security to tourists and gorillas, while demining rural areas continued until
2009 when the country was declared mine free (Alluri, 2009, p. 28). Because the landmine problem
in Rwanda was not as pronounced as in some other countries, say Cambodia or Colombia, there is
less research on the specific contributions of mine action to the reconstruction and reconciliation
process, which is why this research project is important.
In contrast to mine action, military demining involves removal of mines from a battlefield
during conflict so that armies can pass through the area. Areas outside of these strategic locations
are not cleared of mines. Mine action, by contrast, begins after a conflict and aims to completely
remove the mines from all areas so that people can return and safely restart their lives (Sato, 2006,
p. 23). It is important to note that the distinction between military demining and humanitarian
demining (mine action) is based on the goals and methods of demining, not the affiliation of the
people doing the demining. Though in Rwanda the military was heavily involved in demining, the
methodology and process by which they cleared mined areas much more closely resembles
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humanitarian demining. In this way, demining in Rwanda was not military demining, even though
demining was carried out by the military.

Role and Perception of the Military in Post-Conflict Rwanda
Immediately after the end of the 1994 Genocide Against the Tutsi the RPF established the
Government of National Unity. This government was based on the Arusha Peace Accords. One
component of the Arusha Peace Accords was the doctrine that the Rwandan military would be
comprised of both RPA and ex-FAR members. Because of this, military integration was a strategy
for reconciliation in Rwanda and was a priority of the RPF (Mutabazi, 2021, p. 57 and 61). In
general, military integration is an important part of the reconciliation process. Especially after
ethnic conflict, different groups may feel more secure when represented in the military (Ruhunga,
2006, p. 5). Integration of ex-combatants into the national military is an important step in
reconciliation and legitimizing the military of the new regime (Ruhunga, 2006, p. 14).
Furthermore, by integrating ex-FAR members into the Rwandan military, potential insurgencies
against the new government gained less traction. Exiles in Zaire did not find a supportive
population within Rwanda as ex-FAR members were now part of the Rwandan military with a
salary and a stake in the country’s future (Ruhunga, 2006, p. 7).
Speaking about military integration in Rwanda, Rtd Gen. Caesar Kayizari stated that “the
integration was successful and played a big role in reconciliation” (cited in Mutabazi, 2021, p. 60).
Thus, the Rwanda Defense Forces are comprised of both RPA members and certain ex-FAR
members. Ex-FAR members who killed civilians were tried and held accountable for their crimes
and therefore were not part of the Rwanda Defense Forces (Mutabazi, 2021, p. 58). This military
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integration of ex-FAR members was a model of reintegration and reconciliation in Rwanda as a
whole (Mutabazi, 2021, p. 69).
Not only did reconciliation and reintegration need to happen between former members of
the RPA and FAR within the RDF, but the military also had to cooperate with civilians to promote
reconciliation in Rwanda as well. The military was involved in stopping acts of revenge and
surpassing biases (Mutabazi, 2021, p. 74-75). They were also involved in community activities
such as construction of schools, hospitals, and roads (Mutabazi, 2021, p. 76). They also encouraged
perpetrators to plead guilty and survivors to forgive, modeling the benefits reconciliation to victims
and perpetrators alike (Mutabazi, 2021, p. 76). Further, integrating former Hutu combatants eased
fears of revenge for Hutus in exile, leading to voluntary return of many Hutus (Ruhunga, 2006, p.
60).
Peace and security are necessary for trust to be rebuilt and reconciliation to happen. The
Rwanda Reconciliation Barometer states that the more citizens feel secure the more they will be
willing to commit themselves to reconciliation (NURC, 2020, p. 17). As such, the role that the
military plays in creating a safe and secure country makes reconciliation feasible. Furthermore,
while not directly involved, the military was involved in creating a safe and secure environment
for the Gacaca courts to operate so that the truth could come to light, another important part of
Rwanda’s reconciliation process (Mutabazi, 2021, p. 75).
It is worth noting that in the above literature discussing the role of the military in
reconciliation in Rwanda, the authors do not discuss the National Demining Office or demining.
As a branch of the military made up of soldiers, the National Demining Office is part of this
phenomenon, but their specific contributions have not necessarily been discussed. This research
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aims to explore how the National Demining Office and demining connect to reconciliation and
reconstruction in Rwanda, filling this gap in the literature.
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Data Findings
Landmines and Demining in Rwanda
Landmines in Rwanda had a significant impact on the areas most affected by the four-year
civil war. Both outside sources and my interviewees consistently cited the Northern Province,
Eastern Province, and Kigali as areas that saw significant use of landmines which impacted the
ability of Rwandans to return to these areas after the conflict. One interviewee, a member of the
military division which was responsible for a lot of demining, also mentioned Gikondo, the
College of Business and Economics, Rulindo, Nyagatare, Gicumbi, Mt. Jali, and near Volcanoes
National Park as places which saw extensive use of landmines. A map of places mentioned by
interviewees as having many landmines is included in the Appendix.
The personal experiences of interviewees unsurprisingly confirmed that landmines are bad
and have significant negative impact on the communities. One interviewee spoke of losing three
cows and two neighbors to landmines. Another interviewee also lost her leg due to landmines.
Because of landmines, people testified to not being able to return to their homes after the war due
to the number of threats in the area and being unable to farm. According to one interviewee, 80%
of Rwandans relied on agriculture and landmines made it even more difficult for poor Rwandans
to get food. This is a clear obstacle to reconstruction and resuming daily life. These are concrete
examples of the impacts of landmines, but interviewees also spoke of the fear that they felt due to
landmines, showing a psychological impact as well as the physical and economic.
Just as the impact of landmines was profound, the removal of landmines also had a
significant impact on affected communities. One interviewee who lived on Mt. Jali, an area “where
every step was a landmine” said, quite simply, that removal of the landmines gave people their
freedom back. After demining people were able to walk whenever, wherever, however they
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pleased without risk of accidentally detonating a mine. Another interviewee from the same area
said that after mines were removed people were able to go outside of their homes without fear and
were able to continue the activities they needed to survive. Another benefit that interviewees
mentioned about landmine removal is the development that was able to happen in these areas after
demining. A retired military member spoke of the schools, hospitals, and farming that took place
once all landmines were removed.
Much of what I learned from my interviews with Rwandans about demining confirmed
what I had read about demining in general and in Rwanda specifically. Landmines are bad as they
pose a threat to communities even after the end of a conflict, posing a barrier to post conflict
resettlement and reconstruction. Demining opened these communities to development and
reconstruction after landmines were removed.

Application of Mine Action Principles
I’d now like to analyze how the process of demining in Rwanda followed the ideals of mine
action. It is worth noting that even if certain pillars of mine action were not implemented in
Rwanda, it does not diminish the important work that the soldiers in the National Demining Office
did to make the country safe, nor does it make the achievement of mine free status any less
impressive or important. Indeed, the demining process in Rwanda shows that the most crucial pillar
of mine action is demining. That said, examining how the other aspects of mine action were or
were not applied in the unique context of post-war and post-genocide Rwanda can give insight into
which of these elements are important components of mine action in future conflict zones.
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Demining
The first pillar of mine action, as previously discussed, is demining. Rwanda definitely did
this. Landmines and other forms of UXO were removed by trained military personnel. The soldiers
were part of the National Demining Office. They were trained and put into survey groups and
demining groups. In some post-conflict demining situations, opposing sides of the conflict work
together to demine. In Rwanda, most of the FAR soldiers were in exile after their defeat and the
demining was done by RPA soldiers, though according to one former member of the National
Demining Office, some ex-FAR soldiers who came back and acknowledged their crimes were able
to join the RPA and demining forces.
Of course, the end result of demining was important and beneficial, but the process of
landmine removal and the interactions between deminers and the contaminated community are
also important to examine. Ideally, mine action principles encourage positive relations with the
civilians in affected communities during the demining process, so their needs can be recognized
and met. In Rwanda, soldiers in the National Demining Office would collaborate with local
authorities to inform the community about the risk of landmines. Community members would
inform military members about the locations of landmines in the area so that trained solders could
demine. While a minefield was being cleared, people living in the area would be temporarily
relocated for their own safety. Furthermore, the military would educate the community on the risks
of landmines and what to do if someone came across a mine.
After an area was demined, the military would inform the local authorities so citizens
would be aware that mines were removed. The National Demining Office relied on the local
officials to communicate when an area was declared mine free. While some interviewees said that
the military was responsible for informing them when the area had been demined, others said they
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received the news from local officials as the military had a lot of work to do and therefore delegated
this task to district or sector level officials. Citizens also found out about mine removal when signs
marking minefields were removed. Though communication between those demining and the
affected communities was not always direct, there were mechanisms for communication of
important information (for both mine risk education and announcements of when demining would
begin and end) so communities were aware.
According to interviewees, when interactions between the military doing demining and the
civilians in the community did occur, they were positive. One soldier interviewed spoke of the
happiness in communities when they arrived to demine. He said that people were happy due to the
assistance and support that the military could provide and the assurance that came with knowing
that no one else in their families would die due to landmines. When civilians were asked about
their feelings towards the soldiers who were removing the mines, they also were complimentary.
One interviewee said that the soldiers demining were happy to meet members of the community
and provide comfort after the incredible losses that most people had suffered during the civil war
and genocide. The RPF soldiers demining the community were able to provide comfort and
reassurance that ex-FAR who had killed their families would not do so again. Another civilian
interviewee, who had lost her parents in the 1994 Genocide Against the Tutsi, said that the soldiers
were like a second set of parents. They could strengthen and encourage the community. She said
simply “they saved us.” These responses show positive views of the military after the RPF victory
that marked the end of the genocide. This is an important aspect of mine action because it helps
ensure that needs of the community are considered to reassure communities and contribute to the
rebuilding process. Thus, the positive attitudes towards the members of the National Demining
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Office and the communication that existed between civilians and the military show the efficacy of
mine action in Rwanda.
Rwanda was able to meet the requirement that all landmines be removed and stockpiles be
destroyed ahead of the given schedule of 10 years since signing that is required by the Mine Ban
Treaty. This is impressive and somewhat unusual, as there are many other countries which have
not fulfilled that requirement and needed to file for an extension. As Rwanda was successful in
removing all the landmines, it is worth asking what factors have made it so. In my interviews, I
asked participants what they thought contributed to Rwanda’s success in demining. Participants
mentioned the determination of Rwandans, how Rwanda fights for what it wants, and the good
heart of the RPF which wanted Rwandans to live in harmony without landmines. These are
responses that focus on the personal attributes of Rwandans, the military, and the RPF. In essence,
according to these participants, a desire to rid the country of landmines and the innate
determination of the people doing it are responsible for the success Rwanda has achieved. Only
one participant also mentioned some sort of external factor: military aid and training from the
United States. These factors indicate that demining Rwanda was successful and that civilians are
aware of the success.

Mine Risk Education
The second pillar of mine action is mine risk education. Here again, Rwanda implemented
this pillar. Interviewees talked about the education provided to communities about the deadly risk
of landmines. One military interviewee said that there were in-person demonstrations with
landmines to show civilians what to look for and how to avoid the mines. He also mentioned using
the radio to broadcast information about the dangers of landmines to Rwandans. On the civilian
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side, interviewees mentioned community meetings where they were told by soldiers to be careful
around mines and about the deadly risk that mines pose. Both civilians spoke of being informed
of what to do if they saw mines. Additionally, I found an educational pamphlet written in
Kinyarwanda with a lesson plan for teachers about landmines (sites.pitt.edu, n.d.). In other
conversations I have had with Rwandans about the topic, they mentioned hearing songs from
teachers and the radio which warned people about the dangers of mines. From this, it is clear that
the National Demining Office provided Rwandans with mine risk education.
Evaluating the efficacy of MRE was not the focus of this project, though MRE efficacy is
traditionally measured through the acquisition of knowledge, attitudes, and practices in the
community. Furthermore, evaluating the efficacy of MRE is often challenging because
connections between the education and behavioral changes may not be possible to identify (IMAS,
2005, p. 31). That said, even many years after the end of landmines were removed from the
country, the Rwandans I spoke to still remembered receiving MRE and knew about the risks of
landmines and what they were told to do if they saw one. While my sample size is small, this seems
to point to MRE being accessible and memorable to Rwandans.

Victim Assistance
Next, is victim assistance. Here, Rwanda falls somewhat short as many victims of
landmines did not receive assistance for the impact that such explosions had on their communities.
In my interviews, I received conflicting answers about what kind of assistance victims of
landmines could receive. Former soldiers who were interviewed said that the government helped
provide prosthetics for those who had lost limbs due to landmine explosions. One also mentioned
food assistance to needy families affected by landmines for a period of time. From these answers
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it would seem that the government did what it could given the immense burdens it was operating
under to assist those who had been affected by landmines.
However, when interviewing civilian victims of landmines, they told a different story.
These interviewees stated that there was no assistance provided sue to the impact of the mines. For
example, an interviewee who lost cattle in landmine explosions said that he did not receive
assistance or compensation for that loss until the Rwandan government implemented the Girinka
program, which gives cows to many impoverished Rwandans, not just those affected by landmines.
Another civilian interviewee said that her house was provided by the government, but that house
is part of a village (umudugudu) comprised entirely of houses given to survivors of the 1994
Genocide Against the Tutsi, receiving that house was because she was a survivor of genocide, not
because she was impacted by landmines. Even the prosthetic she received because of her
amputation was provide by an international charity, contradicting the claim that one of the soldiers
made that prosthetics were provided to victims of landmines by the Rwandan government.
However, she did receive this crucial mobility aid, illustrating that mine action in Rwanda was not
entirely completed by the government. A hodgepodge of charities and NGOs were also involved
in small capacities, from providing demining training and equipment to the National Demining
Office to providing prosthetics to amputees.
I should note that just because these two interviewees did not receive assistance specifically
because of the impact of landmines, it does not necessarily mean that there was no assistance for
anyone or that the soldiers I interviewed are lying. Rather, because of limited sample size, I may
have found some people who were left out or passed by for assistance and the data collected here
cannot be generalized to Rwanda as a whole. What is clear is that today the government of Rwanda
helps vulnerable Rwandans in some ways which can include those affected by landmines.
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Advocacy against landmines
The next pillar of mine action is advocacy against future use of landmines. Rwanda has
signed the protocol to ban use of landmines both inside Rwanda and outside it. However, within
the country, most people are not involved in or aware of any further advocacy. One interviewee
said that demining and signing the protocol was enough advocacy. Another mentioned that he is
aware of international conventions about landmines, but that he is not involved in these
conventions. Others mentioned at various points in their interviews that it has been a long time
since there were landmines in the country so it wasn’t something they thought about often. Though
landmines are used in neighboring countries and throughout the world, it doesn’t seem to be
something that many Rwandans think about daily. Rwanda has fulfilled their obligation in
pledging to no longer use landmines and clearing mines from their country. According to those I
spoke to, this seems to be the extent of their advocacy and involvement.
This raises the question of what enough advocacy against landmines is. There is not a clear
answer here. Rwanda has been successful in demining and destroying mine stockpiles and continue
to be in compliance with the Mine Ban Treaty. For some, including the Rwandans I spoke to, this
is enough because within the borders of Rwanda, the existing advocacy such as international
treaties or conventions continues to prevent landmines from being used within the country.
However, one could also argue that because many other countries, including countries that border
Rwanda are still contaminated with landmines, the work is not over and further advocacy is needed
to ensure that all people can live lives free from the risk of landmines. I would argue that for the
average Rwandan civilian, no further advocacy against landmines is necessary and thus Rwanda
has successfully achieved this aspect of mine action.
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Stockpile Destruction
The final component of mine action is stockpile destruction. Rwanda did this, though
average citizens may not be aware of that. Again, it has been a long time since Rwanda was
declared mine free and news that Rwanda had fulfilled its obligations under the Mine Ban Treaty,
including destruction of mine stockpiles, may no longer be at the forefront of people’s minds.
Civilian interviewees did not know if stockpiles had been destroyed, but military members and
outside sources confirm that stockpiles were destroyed.
In general, based on these 5 pillars of mine action, the process of demining in Rwanda
largely fits the ideals of mine action laid out by the International Mine Action Standards and
Geneva International Center for Humanitarian Demining. Demining in Rwanda followed the
emerging ideals of humanitarian demining over military demining and needs of communities were
taken into account. Though there were conflicting answers given on the extent of victim assistance
in Rwanda, this is understandable given the scale of destruction in Rwanda at the time and the
extremely limited resources that the government had to give to anyone, let alone victims of
landmines specifically. Mine action is important for all areas that are still contaminated with
landmines, and Rwanda is an example of effective mine action.

Mine Action and Reconstruction in Rwanda
Given that Rwanda did implement mine action principles when removing landmines from
the country, it is now important to examine the role that Rwanda’s mine action played in the
country’s reconstruction and reconciliation. Mine action is important because removal of
landmines is crucial for further reconstruction. Rwanda has made massive improvements since the
RPF took power and ended the 1994 Genocide Against the Tutsi. The reconstruction process has
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made Kigali a world class city and the GDP has increased from 1.732 billion USD to 11.182 billion
USD in 2019 (World Bank, 2020a). GDP per capita has also increased from 221 USD in 1995 to
820 USD in 2019 (World Bank, 2020b). Demining is obviously not the only thing that made this
possible. However, when asked how removing landmines affected their communities, all
interviewees, civilian and military alike, said that once there were no more landmines,
communities were able to farm and raise cattle as well as build schools, roads, and hospitals. An
area that one once contaminated with landmines, such as Kigali is now home to universities,
hospitals, and homes. Landmines are an obstacle to development and removing them is one factor
that has helped Rwanda in post-conflict reconstruction.

Mine Action and Reconciliation in Rwanda
Mine action can also play a role in reconciliation. Mine action may have played a part in
Rwanda’s reconciliation process, but based on my research, it is difficult to say for sure. When
asked about how demining changed their communities, interviewees spoke about safety and being
able to farm and build infrastructure. They did not say anything about healing trust or ethnic
differences with their neighbors. From the research I did and the responses of those I interviewed,
I would say that there are several ways that mine action may have contributed to reconciliation,
but the actual link between the two needs further research.
One way that mine action could have contributed to reconciliation is through military
integration. One former soldier I interviewed did mention that a few ex-FAR members who had
been held accountable for their actions had joined the new military and the National Demining
Office. It does not appear that this was widespread, but nonetheless, as previously explained in
this paper, military integration after conflict is often part of the reconciliation process and, if done
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well, can help all members of society trust the new government and military. This did occur in
Rwanda, though potentially not in the demining branch of the military.
Another hypothesis for how demining could help with the reconciliation process based on
the responses from those I interviewed is that people feeling secure to leave their homes, as
interviewees mentioned, means that they are more likely to interact with their neighbors, including
neighbors who had previously been on the other side of a conflict. Further, removing the deadly
reminders of the brutality of war and genocide can contribute to an increased sense of security
allowing people to move on after the conflict and reconcile with those around them.
However, none of my interviewees spoke of these connections between landmine removal
and reconciliation. I asked broad and open-ended questions about the effects of landmines and
demining on them and their communities to see which effects they remembered and felt were
important. A more direct question about how demining affected reconciliation could have
uncovered these connections or proved that they do not exist in the case of mine action in Rwanda.
Based on the findings of the reconciliation barometer, reconciliation has largely happened in
Rwanda, with reconciliation in 2020 being measured at 94%, but there are many concurrent
initiatives and factors that affect reconciliation. (NURC, 2020, p. XI).

Summary
Unsurprisingly, this data shows that landmines were bad and that removing them was
beneficial for the reconstruction of communities. The data also shows that demining in Rwanda
for the most part followed the principles of mine action, making Rwanda a suitable case study for
the effects of mine action. The data shows that demining did contribute to reconstruction after
conflict. Building infrastructure and increased capabilities for cultivation and livestock were
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mentioned as positive effects of demining. The data shows possible, but not confirmed,
connections between demining and reconciliation. While it is possible that the safety and security
experienced by those who had previously been living in contaminated areas would make the people
more secure and willing to reconcile or the positive model of integration within the military as a
whole could demonstrate reconciliation in communities where soldiers were demining, these
connections are hypotheses that were neither confirmed nor denied by interview participants.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
How did Mine Action Help Communities Rebuild and Develop Following the
Civil War and Genocide?
To answer my first research question, I will explain how each of the five components of
mine action helped communities to rebuild and develop after genocide, based on what I learned
from the scholarly and expert sources I read and people I interviewed. The first pilar of mine
action, demining, made important contributions to the overall reconstruction of Rwanda after
conflict. Based on the scholarly sources I read and interviews I conducted, demining was one of
many essential steps that Rwanda took towards development after the civil war and 1994 Genocide
Against the Tutsi. Scholars agree that removing landmines is a crucial step to reconstruction and
development as landmines create problems and pose threats to people, livestock, and
infrastructure. Interviewees confirmed that removal of landmines in Rwanda made communities
safer and better able to cultivate land and build important infrastructure. This of course has a
positive impact on the community and surrounding area.
The educational components of mine action increased awareness of landmines.
Interviewees all confirmed that MRE was provided in various mediums to reach the affected
communities. As previously discussed, direct conclusions about the ways that MRE impacts
behaviors is not the focus of this research and is difficult to measure, but assuming the education
that did occur made people more aware of the mines and more likely to avoid them, then MRE
contributed to development of these communities by preventing injuries and deaths, reducing loss
of life and strain on healthcare systems.
Victim assistance, where present, contributed to development by providing those affected
by landmines the means to continue their lives. While I received conflicting information from
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those I interviewed about the extent of victim assistance, those who did receive assistance would
have been able to more easily support themselves, offering stability and opportunity for further
economic advancement and development. That said, because the civilians impacted by landmines
that I spoke to did not receive assistance from the government at the time and received minimal
assistance from charities, in their case, this aspect of mine action was minimal or altogether
missing and thus could not contribute to the reconstruction and development in Rwanda following
the conflict.
Stockpile destruction, while crucial to mine action and overall compliance with
international law, is less directly connected to post-conflict reconstruction. Similarly, advocacy
against future use of landmines is important, but not directly tied to rebuilding. Of course,
preventing future use of landmines helps ensure that gains made because of other aspects of mine
action are not lost due to future conflict and destruction.
Overall, this means that mine action did contribute to post-conflict reconstruction.
Demining, mine risk education, and victim assistance were most important in helping the country
develop after the civil war and 1994 Genocide Against the Tutsi. Demining was crucial to have a
safe foundation upon which other development initiatives could built. Mine risk education helped
keep individuals safe from the threat of landmines, allowing them to continue their livelihoods and
work. Victim assistance helped those it reached support themselves and get the prosthetics they
needed. Again, this helps individuals within Rwanda contribute to the reconstruction process and
improves their quality of life. While other components of mine action are important and were
present to varying degrees in Rwanda, stockpile destruction and advocacy against future use of
landmines were not directly connected to helping communities rebuild and develop.
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What Role Did Mine Action Play in Reconciliation in Post-Conflict Rwanda?
Interviewees did not answer the second research question directly. That said, their answers
pointed to several potential connections between mine action and reconciliation which provide
avenues for future research. Military integration, as discussed, helps legitimize the new
government and military and peaceful integration into the military by previously conflicting parties
can model this reconciliation and teamwork to other parts of the population. As interviewees spoke
of positive views of the military, this could be evidence towards this connection. However, this
hypothesis is not directly proven. Another explanation for how mine action impacted reconciliation
based on responses from interviewees is that the newfound safety in a community where mines
were removed would be more trusting and able to move on from conflict. One interviewee said
that the RPF removed landmines because they wanted Rwandans to live in harmony with each
other. While one response from an interviewee is not enough to conclude that this aspect of mine
action helped reconcile communities, it is evidence that this connection could exist. Again, this is
an avenue for future research.

What Role did Community Members, NGOs, and the Military Play in
Demining Rwanda?
The military was heavily involved in demining Rwanda as the National Demining Office
was comprised of military personnel who received training on demining. These were the key
players in Rwanda’s mine action. These soldiers were members of the RPF and, according to the
soldiers I spoke to, they had previous military experience. They mentioned being chosen for
demining based on their integrity and being trusted to go into communities to educate and demine.
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These military personnel were clearly an essential part of the demining process as they did the
hard and dnageours work of clearing the mines.
NGOs and other international players were involved somewhat. From outside sources, I
was aware of two NGOs who were involved in demining Rwanda. Some interviewees confirmed
this, saying that Norwegian People’s Aid provided demining equipment. Another soldier
interviewed mentioned the military support from the United States where the United States
provided training and dogs to Rwanda. The soldier said that this was invaluable help. Finally, a
civilian who has a prosthetic leg due to a landmine explosion received her prosthesis from a
Scottish charity, indicating that aid comes from many sources.
Community involvement in demining was important. While civilians were not involved
directly with removing mines as that is specialized, dangerous, and technical work, the military
recognized that community members knew the place where they lived and thus they would be able
to identify places that needed to be demined. Community members told the military where there
were landmines and in this way were involved in the demining of their communities.

What Factors Have Made Rwanda Successful in Achieving Mine-Free Status?
Rwanda was declared the first mine free country in 2008. This is an impressive
achievement and is what drew me to this research topic. When I asked interviewees about what
has made Rwanda successful in removing all of the landmines, they mentioned characteristic of
Rwandans which helped them achieve this goal. As previously discussed, they mentioned
determination, good hearts, and fighting for what they want as factors. One interviewee mentioned
support from the United States as well, but beyond that, all factors were personal characteristics
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of Rwandans which made achieving this difficult task possible. While I do not want to discount
the determination that must have been present to make demining possible, further research could
be done into other factors that could explain why Rwanda is somewhat unique in achieving mine
free status such as being a small country with high population density or the amount of funding
directed towards demining efforts.

Recommendations
It is important that countries with ongoing landmine contamination remove landmines. As
discussed, landmines are dangerous and pose a significant threat to lives and development. This
research has shown that Rwanda is an effective example of mine action, especially mine action in
a country with minimal resources. Therefore, I recommend that other countries contaminated with
landmines take note of Rwanda’s success and the factors which made it successful, namely
commitment and determination. While more research could be done into tangible factors that have
made Rwanda successful in becoming mine-free, such as the country being small with a high
population density, the short window of time between when the conflict ended and when demining
began, or the amount of funding allocated to demining, these are not necessarily things which can
be replicated in other contexts where a country may be larger and less densely populated. However,
determination, fighting for what they want, and wanting safety for the people living in the country
are all things which can hopefully be adopted by any country. This may seem like a lofty and
optimistic claim and in some ways it is. No amount of good will and hard work can change the
fact that demining is expensive, dangerous, and labor intensive. However, it is possible, and
Rwanda has shown that the ideals of mine action can be applied in a country freshly out of a long
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civil war and horrifically brutal genocide, proving that mine free status is possible to those
committed to it.
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Appendix
Maps
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Interview Questions
Military questions
1. How were you impacted by landmines?
2. How were you involved in landmine removal? Who was involved alongside you?
3. How did you get your position? Did you have previous military experience?
4. What was the process of landmine removal?
5. How were communities impacted by landmine removal?
6. How did communities change due to removal of landmines?
7. Did you educate the community on risks of landmines? How?
8. Did you inform communities when the area was mine-free? How?
9. Did people receive any assistance due to the impacts of landmines?
10. How did people react to the military members who were doing demining in their
communities?
11. Are you aware of any advocacy against the use of landmines in the future? Are you
involved in such advocacy?
12. Were landmine stockpiles destroyed?
13. What factors do you think have made Rwanda successful in becoming mine free?
Civilian questions
1. How were you impacted by landmines?
2. Can you describe where you are from and what the area was like before, during, and after
landmine contamination?
3. What was the process of landmine removal in your community?
4. How were you impacted by landmine removal?
5. How has your community changed due to landmine removal?
6. How did you (and your community) feel about the military while they were demining?
7. Were you educated on the risks of landmines in your community?
8. Were you informed when the area had been declared mine free?
9. Were you (and/or other members of your community) involved in demining?
10. Did you (and/or other members of your community) receive any assistance due to the
impacts of landmines?
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11. Are you aware of any advocacy against use of landmines in the future? Are you involved
in such advocacy?
12. Do you know if landmine stockpiles were destroyed?
13. Why do you think Rwanda was successful in removing all the landmines?
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